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Do you live in a smartphone state or desktop state? Some U.S. states have adopted smartphones more broadly 
than others – especially when it comes to the web’s most popular activity: checking email. While Texas leads the way 
with over 55% of emails opened on a smartphone, nearly 54% of consumers in Maine continue to choose desktop 
as the preferred device for checking email. On the whole, the majority of the East is trending toward smartphone use, 
whereas large states in the Central and Western parts of the country still trend towards desktops. 

Top 10 Desktop States
No.       State                      % Desktop

   1          Maine         53.72%    

   3          Montana        51.69%    

   5          Oregon        50.72%    

   7          New Hampshire     48.93%    

   9          Wisconsin        48.21%    

   2          Vermont        51.85%    

   4          Washington        51.07%    

   6          Wyoming        50.08%    

   8          Idaho          48.78%    

   10        Rhode Island        47.67%    

Top 10 Smartphone States
No.       State                      % Smartphone

   1          Texas         55.53%    

   3          Indiana        53.73%    

   5          Maryland        52.46%    

   7          Virginia        52.33%    

   9          New York        50.70%    

   2          Connecticut        54.05%    

   4          Mississippi        53.44%    

   6          Illinois         52.38%    

   8          Florida        51.63%    

   10        Massachusetts       50.69%    

Map is based on real-time email open data collected by Movable Ink’s Advanced Analytics platform between May 1 – 31, 2013. These data reflect 
aggregate statistics across Movable Ink’s customer base, which includes more than 100 enterprise B2C email marketers from the retail, travel, financial, 
media, and telecommunications industries.

“Heavy” means that more than 50% of recipients in the state open email on a smartphone or desktop. “Leaning” means that fewer than 50% of recipients 
in the state open email on a smartphone or desktop, but that those devices are currently the most widely used in the state (e.g., if desktop had the highest 
percentage of opens when compared to smartphones and tablets, but not the combination of the two, the state is labeled as “Leaning desktop.”)

Because determining email opens requires images to load, the percentages for some device-types might be over or underrepresented.


